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Abstract: In an electric power system, a fault or fault flow 

is any unusual electric flow. For instance, a short circuit is 

a fault where current detours the typical load. An open-

circuit fault happens if a circuit is hindered by some 

disappointment. In three-stage systems, a fault might 

include at least one stages and ground, or may happen just 

between stages. In a "ground fault" or "earth fault", 

current streams into the earth. The forthcoming short-

circuit current of a predictable fault can be determined for 

most circumstances. In power systems, defensive gadgets 

can recognize fault conditions and operate circuit breakers 

and different gadgets to restrict the deficiency of 

administration because of a disappointment. This paper 

reviews about the power systems and power faults. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The power system is a network of millions of electrical 

segments working in synchronism. The current, voltage, 

power and recurrence are the fundamental boundaries of the 

power system. In ordinary condition, these all boundaries are 

stays in appraised esteem. In strange condition or faulty 

condition, these boundaries are cross their constraints of 

evaluated esteem. The power system partitions into three 

sections; power age, power transmission, and power 

dissemination. One all the more part you can add that is 

insurance and switchgear. [1]  

 

The electricity or electric power creates in power plants. The 

electrical power plants convert some other type of energy 

into electrical energy. The other wellspring of energy might 

be compound energy, sun based energy, wind energy, 

thermal power. As indicated by the accessibility of sources, 

various kinds of power plants use in the network. The power 

plants partition into two sections; sustainable power plants 

and non-inexhaustible power plants. [2]  

 

The inexhaustible power plants utilize a wellspring of energy 

like sun based, wind, hydro, biomass and geothermal. The 

non-sustainable power plants utilize a wellspring of energy 

like coal, atomic, flammable gas, diesel. The nuclear energy 

station creates the greater part of the electrical energy. Be 

that as it may, we need to discover other elective fuel of 

hotspots for what's to come. These producing stations place 

at a far separation from the load or city. The transmission 

network uses to communicate power over a huge distance. 

[2]  

 

2. POWER TRANSMISSION 
 

Power plants place at a far separation from the city region or 

last customer. The transmission system is a connection 

between creating system and appropriation system. It has the 

biggest region contrast with power age and power 

appropriation system. The transmission network is generally 

inclined to fault. There are more opportunities to fault 

happen in the transmission line. The huge limit of the 

transmission line conveys a lot of load. In the event that this 

transmission line will fall flat, an exceptionally enormous 

measure of load will separate from the system. Along these 

lines, insurance of a transmission line is generally significant. 

Three kinds of transmission lines are accessible as indicated 

by the length of the line; short transmission line, medium 

transmission line and long transmission line. Under 60 km of 

the line is consider as a short transmission line. 60 km to 250 

km line is consider as a medium transmission line and in 

excess of 250 km line is consider as long transmission line. 

The high voltage transmission lines use to lessen copper 

misfortune and size of conductor. For the most part, the 

voltage level of the AC transmission line is 230 kV, 500 kV, 

765 kV and for DC transmission lines and 100 kV to 1500 

kV. [2]  

 

3. POWER DISTRIBUTION 
 

The voltage level of the circulation network is under 132 kV. 

The transmission line of 11 kV, 33 kV, 66 kV, and 132 kV 

consider in the circulation system. These lines convey less 

power contrast with the lines of transmission networks. The 

power system network supplies electrical power to the 

private, business and modern load. It supplies 3 stage power 

for modern load and the voltage level is 440 V. It supplies 

single stage power for business and private load and voltage 

level is 230 V. [2]  

 

1.2 Requirement of Electrical Power System  

According to a financial perspective, we generally build a 

producing station where assets are promptly accessible. 

Customers devour electrical energy, however they might 

remain in such locations where the assets for delivering 

electricity are not accessible. Not just that, occasionally there 

are numerous different limitations because of which we can't 

develop a creating station closer to the thick shopper's 

territories or load focuses. [3]  

So all things being equal we utilize a remotely found age 

source and afterward send this produced power to the load 

habitats through a long transmission line and a dissemination 
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system. We call the whole course of action from producing 

plants to buyer closes for conveying electricity productively 

and dependably as the electric power system. [3] 

 

4. FAULTS IN ELECTRICAL POWER 

SYSTEM 
 

Electrical networks, machines and supplies are frequently 

exposed to different kinds of faults while they are in activity. 

At the point when a fault happens, the trademark esteems 

(like impedance) of the machines might change from existing 

qualities to various qualities till the fault is cleared.  

There might be part of probabilities of faults to show up in 

the power system network, including lighting, wind, tree 

falling on lines, device disappointment, and so forth 

 
Fig 1. Electrical Faults 

 

A fault in an electric power system can be characterized as , 

any unusual state of the system that includes the electrical 

disappointment of the hardware, for example, , transformers, 

generators, busbars, and so on  

The fault initiation likewise includes in protection 

disappointments and directing way disappointments which 

results short circuit and open circuit of conductors.  

Under typical or safe working conditions, the electric 

supplies in a power system network operate at ordinary 

voltage and flow appraisals. When the fault happens in a 

circuit or gadget, voltage and current qualities goes astray 

from their ostensible reaches. The faults in power system 

causes over current, under voltage, unbalance of the stages, 

turned around power and high voltage floods. This outcomes 

in the interference of the typical activity of the network, 

disappointment of supplies, electrical fires, and so forth 

Normally power system networks are ensured with 

switchgear insurance types of gear, for example, circuit 

breakers and relays to restrict the deficiency of 

administration because of the electrical disappointments.  

The fault in the power system is characterized as the 

imperfection in the power system because of which the 

current is occupied from the planned way. The fault makes 

the unusual condition which lessens the protection strength 

between the conductors. The decrease in protection makes 

over the top harm the system. The fault in the power system 

is principally sorted into two kinds they are  

1. Open Circuit Fault  

2. Short Circuit Fault.  

The various sorts of power system fault are displayed 

beneath in the picture.. 

 
Fig 2 Fault Types 

 

The faults in the power system might happen in view of the 

quantity of regular unsettling influences like lightning, rapid 

breezes, earthquake, and so forth It might likewise happen as 

a result of certain mishaps like tumbling off a tree, vehicle 

crashing, with supporting design, plane slamming, and so 

forth  

4.1 Open Circuit Fault  

The open circuit fault primarily happens on account of the 

disappointment of a couple of conductors. The open circuit 

fault happens in series with the line, and along these lines, it 

is likewise called the series fault. Such kinds of faults 

influence the unwavering quality of the system. The open 

circuit fault is sorted as  

• Open Conductor Fault  

• Two conductors Open Fault  

• Three conductors Open Fault.  

The open circuit fault is displayed in the figure beneath.. 

 
Fig 3 Open Circuit Faults 

 

4.2 Short-Circuit Fault 

In this kind of fault, the conductors of the various stages 

come into contact with one another with a power line, power 
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transformer or some other circuit component because of 

which the huge current stream in a couple of periods of the 

system. The short-circuit fault is separated into the balanced 

and unsymmetrical fault.  

 

Even Fault  

The faults which include every one of the three stages is 

known as the even fault. Such kinds of fault stay adjusted 

even after the fault. The even faults principally happen at the 

terminal of the generators. The fault on the system might 

emerge by virtue of the opposition of the curve between the 

conductors or because of the lower balance obstruction. The 

even fault is sub-classified into line-to-line-to-line fault and 

three-stage line-to-ground-fault  

a. Line – Line – Line Fault – Such sorts of faults are 

adjusted, i.e., the system stays even after the fault. The L – L 

– L fault happens seldom, however it is the most serious kind 

of fault which includes the biggest current. This huge current 

is utilized for deciding the rating of the circuit breaker. 

 
Fig 4 Line-Line-Line Symmetrical Fault 

 

b. L – L – L – G (Three-phase line to the ground fault) –The 

three-stage line to ground fault incorporates all the three 

period of the system. The L – L – L – G fault happens 

between the three stages and the ground of the system. The 

likelihood of event of such kind of fault is almost 2 to 3 

percent. 

 
Fig 5 Single-Line-to-Ground Symmetrical Fault 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In power systems, defensive gadgets can recognize fault 

conditions and operate circuit breakers and different gadgets 

to restrict the deficiency of administration because of a 

disappointment. This paper reviews about the power systems 

and power faults. 
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